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Dossier
Name:        Birtalan, Dorothy
Height:      5’8”
Weight:      
Gender:      F

Criminal Record:
No prior convictions.

Background: 
• Degree in computer science, instructor in same
• Bouchercon 2017: social/web master
• Sisters in Crime Executive: editor, social/web 

master
• Avid reader of mysteries since the single digits 

(Nancy Drew, anyone?)
• Huge film noir and hard-boiled detective fiction 

fan. 
• Alleged to have over 4,000 books.

Contact info:
http://mystery.birtalan.ca



Noir: what is it?



1. A Brief History
Poe, Daly, Traditional, genteel, Golden Age 1920s

2. Transition from Traditional to Pulp
• 1920s-1950s HB breakaway style
• Hero narrative
• The term “noir”
• From film back to books

3. Contrast Hard-boiled to Noir

4. 1980s and beyond 
• Resurgence of PI category, now with women writers and protagonists
• Rise of “noir” term, neo-noir/gore/thriller

5. Introduce significant names to be aware of
• Writers – men who created/changed the HB style
• Writers – women who wrote in the noir/suspense style

6. Extensive Recommendation List: Chacun son goût

7. Conclusion: why read noir?



Crime is a genre of literary fiction

“a broad view of “crime,” a genre as many-
faceted as its greatest characters—sometimes 
there’s a felony involved, sometimes a mystery; 
or else it’s just a tone, a curiosity, an 
investigation or a particular view of life and 
social injustice” – CrimeReads.com website



Traditional Mystery plot construct: 
The Quest

Solver/Sleuth + 
Problem

The Journey The Truth



In small-d detective novels, there are a series of 
“commandments” or expectations:

• Crime – committed early in the book
• Lots of suspects, each with a motive
• The central character acts as the detective/solver
• The detective collects evidence, and interviews the suspects 

and any leads, and follows up on the clues (despite the police 
being involved in the case). This lets the audience in on the 
process/evidence, passing to us information to aid solving the 
puzzle

• The detective solves the case (closure-pt1)
• The criminal is arrested or otherwise punished (closure-pt2). 
• Justice is done.



The relationship between the reader 
and the author

“In mystery novels the author and reader are 
pitted against each other, but it’s the job of the 
author to play fair and provide clues to the 
reader. The solution has to satisfy the reader 
when they look back through the book at the 
clues.” – Sue Grafton



Edgar Allan Poe launched 
the Traditional Mystery 
formula in his book, 
Murders in the Rue 
Morgue, in 1841 featuring 
C. Auguste Dupin



1890 to 1914



Prolific authors writing in the Traditional form

Anna Katharine Green
(1846-1935) is the first 
woman to have 
written in this form 

Mary Roberts 
Rinehart introduced 
the Rinehart 
Formula (aka the 
“Had-I-But-Known” 
school)

Catherine Louisa 
Pirkis introduced a 
Lady as PI and was a 
prolific mystery 
writer



Timeline

1841 Poe
1881 Holmes
1890-1914 Romantic Era
1914-1918 WW1
1920-1950 Pulps, “Hard-boiled”, psychological suspense

“Golden Age of Detective Fiction”
1970s Tough female PIs by women writers
1980s Noir reborn (UK, France)
2000s gore, (adjective) thrillers, Nordic “noir”…



The 1920s



“A swift story of gambling, big-time politics, 
and sudden death in Los Angeles and 
Hollywood, the new Wild West!” – tagline for 
Fast One (1932) by Paul Cain

“Los Angeles is a complicated place, where 
people from all over the world convene to 
disappoint one another. “ - (Chinatown, 1974 set in 
1913 during the California water wars). 

“Downtown Los Angeles is one of the 
most squalid places in the United 
States.” - Christopher Isherwood (1904-1986) “Los Angeles gives one the feeling of 

the future more strongly than any city 
I know of. A bad future, too, like 
something out of Fritz Lang’s feeble 
imagination.” - Henry Miller (1891-1980)



Women in the 1920s





Gentleman vs Hard Man



Hard-boiled PI characteristics

• professional skills
• physical courage affirmed as masculine 

potency
• endurance
• moral strength
• a fierce desire for justice 
• social marginality
• a degree of anti-intellectualism



Traditional Hard-boiled
Big-g Gentleman Working class
Well dressed Cheap suit
Well mannered Rude
Queen’s English Street slang, colloquialisms
Rarely comes to blows Regularly uses fists
Rarely carries a gun Regularly armed
Peers with authority figures Distrusts/withholds from authority figures
Asexual Swayed by a great pair of gams
Lives well Lives in office/one-room flat
Connoisseur Grub

Women as adornment Women as helpmeet/threat

Comparing our Protagonists



“I’ll be there in the time it takes me to get over.”

“We smiled at one another. I was glad he said 
he liked me because I knew he didn’t like me at 

all. I was one up on him, I didn’t like him very 
well either.”

"The longer he looked at her, the more certain 
he was that he ought to stop looking at her."

“Play with murder enough and it gets you one 
of two ways. It makes you sick, or you get to 

like it.”

“The girl gave him a look which ought to have 
stuck at least four inches out of his back.”

“Police business is a hell of a problem. It’s a good deal like politics. It 
asks for the highest type of men, and there’s nothing in it to attract 
the highest type of men. So we have to work with what we get...”

“The cheaper the crook, the gaudier the patter.”



“I’ll put the chill on both of you and everybody’ll be happy.”

potatoes, lettuce, cabbage, dough, jack, kale, scratch, spinach, sugar = money



“Right and wrong are not written on the statutes for me, nor do 
I find my code of morals in the essays of longwinded professors. 
My ethics are my own. I'm not saying they're good and I'm not 
admitting they're bad, and what's more I'm not interested in the 
opinions of others on that subject.” – Race Williams

““I am going to give you until the six-thirty boat tomorrow 
morning to leave the Island,” I told him. And I was not 
bluffing, either. After a man has had his warning, it’s good 
ethics to shoot him down—at least I see it that way. That is, 
if he needs it bad and you happen to have my code of 
morals. Also if you want to live to a ripe old age. “ – nameless, 
“The False Burton Combs”.

“Miles was a son of a bitch…[but] when a man’s partner is killed he’s 
supposed to do something about it. It doesn’t make any difference 
what you thought of him. He was your partner and you’re supposed 
to do something about it.”  - Sam Spade, The Maltese Falcon



The man said: “McCary.”

“No.” I shook my head and started to push past him, and he said: 
“McCary,” again thickly and then he crumpled into a heap on the 
wet sidewalk.

It was dark there, there wasn’t anyone on the street – I could have 
walked away. I started to walk away and then the sucker instinct 
got the best of me and I went back and bent over him.

I shook him and said: “Come on, chump – get up out of the 
puddle.”

…pledged themselves to protect the weak and the oppressed and the 
poor. 



PIs and Knights

üCourage – stands up to bullies, thugs, Authorities

üProwess – shooting, guns, fists, shadowing 
üLoyalty – never divulges the client, never 

squeals, never leaves an innocent holding the 
bag or in the lurch
üGenerosity – takes a case even if he doesn’t 

expect to get paid



“I’m a detective and expecting me to run criminals down and 
then let them go free is like asking a dog to catch a rabbit and let 
it go. It can’t be done, alright, and sometimes it is done, but it’s 
not the natural thing.” – Sam Spade, The Maltese Falcon

Knight is driven to catch the guilty



“There ain’t nothing in governments unless you’re a politician. And, 
as I said before, I ain’t no crook.” – nameless, in “The False Burton Combs”





Other major authors: 
• W. R. Burnett 
• James Hadley Chase 
• Paul Cain 
• David Goodis
• George Harmon Coxe
• Lester Dent 
• Erle Stanley Gardner 
• Cornell Woolrich
• Ed Lybeck
• Frederick Nebel
• Theodore (T. T.) Tinsley 
• Raoul Whitfield
• Sax Rohmer
• Edgar Rice Burroughs
• O. Henry
• Robert Bloch

Other pulps well-known in the era: 
• Detective Fiction Weekly
• Amazing Stories
• Adventure
• Dime Detective 
• Thrilling Detective 
• Spicy Detective
• Startling Stories 
• Weird Tales
• Marvel Tales
• Planet Stories
• Street & Smith’s Detective 

Stories/Mystery Magazine
• Nick Carter Weekly
• Official Police Detective
• Western Story 

…many, many well-known writers got their start in pulps



• Craig Rice (who was really Georgina Craig)
• Roswell Brown (aka Jean Francis Webb)
• E. X. Ferrars (Elizabeth Ferrars) 
• M. G. Eberhart (Mignon G. Eberhart)
• E. C. R. Lorac (Edith Caroline Rivett)
• Dolores Hitchens wrote under several pseudonyms, including D. B. 

Olsen, Dolan Burkley, and Noel Burke. 

Women writing in pulps under pseudonyms



Hard-boiled attitude PI style of writing

Hard-boiled as a term started out as an attitude – cynical, 
bitter, tough, unsentimental…

“The jury decided Parry was guilty. The 
judge handed him a life sentence and he 
was taken to San Quentin. It was a tough 
break. Parry was innocent.”

“When he awakened again he could stand, and did. He doused his 
head in cold water and drank four glasses of water. The water 
made him sick and after that he began to shake with a chill. He 
went into the bedroom and lay down on the bare blood-stained 
mattress...”



How did “noir” come about?

US France

Pulps
- Hard-boiled stories

(1920-1950s) Série Noire
(1945 ->)

Hollywood films
- from stories
- original scripts

(1930s-1950s)
Film critics
popularize
“film noir”
(1955)

“film noir” coined
(1946)

Dark dramas
relabeled



Film noir directors

• Fritz Lang (1933) (Scarlet Street, The Big Heat, The Blue 
Gardenia)

• Billy Wilder (1933) (Double Indemnity, Ace in the 
Hole) 

• Otto Preminger (1935) (Where the Sidewalk Ends, 
Laura, Angel Face)

• Edward G. Ulmer (1926) (Detour, The Black Cat, The 
Strange Woman)

• Robert Siodmak (1939) (The Killers, Phantom Lady, 
Criss Cross)



Characteristic cinematic style of films noir: 
Chiaroscuro

• strong contrasts between light and dark
• Inky black shadows
• backlit
• high key lighting
• rain soaked streets
• blurry lamplight
• chill wind
• fog/obscured view
• upturned collar
• isolated sounds amidst silence (the sound of water dripping, heels 

clicking on pavement)
• angled cuts
• venetian blinds creating diagonal stripes (black & white)



The Motion Picture Production Code 
(the “Hays Code”)

1. prohibited a picture from "lowering the moral 
standards of those who see it", so as not to wrongly 
influence a specific audience of views including 
women, children, the lower-classes, and those of 
“susceptible” minds

2. must have depictions of the "correct standards of 
life"

3. was forbidden to show any sort of ridicule towards a 
law or "creating sympathy for its violation"

4. Sexual relations outside marriage—forbidden to be 
portrayed as attractive or beautiful

5. All criminal action had to be punished



Two notable examples…





CRIME

Amoral Moral

NOIR Policedetective

P.I.

Hard-Boiled

“small d” “Big D”

Amateur

Forensic

Legal

Medical

etc.



Elements of a Noir Story
• The protagonist is an outcast
• No heroes
• A mood of fatalism pervades the story: The American Dream gone wrong
• The Persone Fatale – using desire to manipulate the protagonist to an 

amoral action
• The Quest: money, fame/power, payback, stolen goods, lust/love, 

eliminate inconvenience
• Bleak setting: traditionally urban, can be frozen wasteland (Fargo, 

Scandinavia)
• Violence: physical or psychological (the looming threat of it)
• Terse, pared-back prose 
• First person narrative/unreliable narrator
• No happy ending – protagonist dies (literally, metaphorically), loses 

everything important to him/her: Life isn’t fair



“The noir story with a happy ending has never 
been written, nor can it be. The lost and 
corrupt souls who populate these tales were 
doomed before we met them because of their 
hollow hearts and depraved sensibilities.” – Otto 
Penzler, publisher and multi-award winning editor of 
mystery fiction; New York mystery bookstore owner

“rotating groups of creeps and crooks, pursuing 
their own greedy ends, bounce into and off one 
another brutally and unintentionally, billiard 
balls on a worn green baize.” – Adam Gopnick, writer, 
essayist, and art critic; Contributor to The New Yorker



small-d detective, series of “commandments”

• Crime – committed early in the book ßMAYBE, maybe 
never

• Lots of suspects, each with a motive
• The central character acts as the detective
• The detective collects evidence, and interviews the 

suspects and leads … lets the audience in to the process, 
passing on information to aid solving the mystery.

• The detective solves the case (closure-pt1)
• The criminal is arrested or otherwise punished (closure-

pt2). 
• Justice is done

Noir stories violate virtually all of these formula elements



They are diametrically opposed to each other in their philosophy

(hard-boiled) PI story Noir story
Personal moral code No moral code (amoral)
Tries to help others Tries to help him/herself
Plays fair Cheats
Seeks justice Avoids responsibility
Focus is on solving the case Focus is Selfish, own well-being
Protects the innocent Exploits the innocent
Characters are archetypes Characters are “real life”
Recovers from poor decisions Poor decision sends them further down
They never give up They collapse under pressure
Never rat/squeal Sellout whoever they need to
Highly skilled in profession Limited, if any, skills
We tend to like them We tend not to like them
We root for him/her to succeed We are ambivalent about their success
Lives to fight another day Likely doesn’t get out alive
Hero/Saviour No saviours
Optimistic Pessimistic
Hopeful Bleak



“Reading Highsmith, I finally felt like I knew what made 
bad people tick—not gangsters or bank robbers or 
crime family dons but regular people with problems.” –
Mark Stevens, CrimeReads article, December 10, 2018

“Noir is a gun and a bottle and a girl racing out of the city 
at midnight in a stolen sports car driven by a gambler 
wincing from a bullet hole in his left side, the wound 
bandaged by a money belt full of guilt, sex and bad karma.” 
– David Bowman, salon.com



1980s Britain and Beyond

Labour strikes in 1984-85





Major Writers in the Style



Major Writers in the Style

"I belong to no school, hard-boiled or otherwise, and I believe these so-called schools 
exist mainly in the imagination of critics, and have little correspondence in reality 
anywhere else." – James M. Cain in Hardboiled America – The Lurid Years of Paperbacks (1981) by 
Geoffrey O'Brien.



Major Writers in the Style



Major Writers in the Style



Troubled Daughters, Twisted Wives
edited by Sarah Weinman

• Dorothy B. Hughes 
• Elizabeth Sanxay Holding
• Dorothy Salisbury Davis 
• Vera Caspary
• Helen Nielsen 
• Nedra Tyre
• Barbara Callahan 
• Joyce Harrington 

• Celia Fremlin
• Miriam Allen deFord
• Patricia Highsmith
• Margaret Millar
• Charlotte Armstrong
• Shirley Jackson



A few of note…

“Witness? Murder? Or Sucker?”
Pure psychological suspense 
with an unreliable narrator

“Puts Chandler to shame… 
Hughes is the master we 
keep turning to.” – Sara 
Paretsky

Andy Mattson die 
violently in his house 
with only a cat as 
witness. Excellent 
locked-room set-up



Two other names to consider…



Akashic “City Noir” series



• go back to the novels of the Classics (including 
the movie’s source material)

• look to those who write psychological suspense 
(past and present)

• look to different genres (science fiction and 
westerns for a start)

• look to noir anthologies to find authors with a 
voice that you enjoy reading

Some suggestions to find noir stories



Recommendations List I’ve provided of noir and hard-boiled:

• Specific book recommendations (with an extensive list of the Classics)
• Authors to check out
• Hard-boiled PI series to look into
• Anthologies to sample
• Websites to visit
• Noir(-ish) films to see (many based on novels and short stories)

Recommendations…?

“So long as money continues to seduce the hungry, the 
hopeless, the broken, the greedy, and the needy, there will 
always be war between brothers.” – Suzy Kassam, American writer, 
philosopher



Thank you!

www.TorontoSistersInCrime.ca

mystery.birtalan.ca


